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“There are no bad people, just bad 

thinking habits.  Unconscious bias 

is a thinking habit we have learned 

and which we can unlearn.” 

Setting the Tone 





The Other Diversity Dividend Gompers and Kovvali (2018)
Harvard Business Review, July-August 2018

• Venture capitalists are far more likely to partner with people if they share their 

gender or race. They’re also significantly more likely to collaborate with people if 

they share their educational background or a previous employer. Belonging to 

the same racial group increases the propensity to work together by 39.2%, and 

having a degree from the same university  increases it by 34.4%.  

• On average 28.8% of all VC investments have a profitable exit

• Along all dimensions measured, the more similar the investment partners, 

the lower their investments’ performance

• The success rate of acquisitions and IPOs was 11.5% lower, on average, 

for investments by partners with shared university backgrounds than for 

those by partners from different universities

• Partners of the same ethnicity saw a fall in an investment’s comparative 

success rate from 58.6% to 32.2%, a fall of 26.4%

• VCs tend to keep teaming up with those who share their traits

What does similarity do to  
to our decision making?



Motivation to Control Bias
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The Good, the Bad and the Ugly

6.3cm = £2,940 Male 

6.3cm = £1,130 Female
1 SD = -£210 Male

1 SD = - £1,890 Female

Having ‘professional’ parents leads to a £12,472 per annum salary advantage in 

Financial Services, of which half is seen in people with same educational 

attainment, role and experience (CIM)
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FS Line Managers: Sexual Orientation

Headlines:

▪ One in four Line 

Managers have a 

Sexual Orientation bias 

at a level affecting their 

behaviour

▪ Line managers with a 

bias favour straight 

over gay at a ratio of  

2:1

▪ One in six Treasurers 

have a SO bias
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• Test
• Contact
• Role Models
• Counter Stereotypes
• Perspective Taking
• Avoid Reinforcement
• Avoid Triggers
• Slow Down
• Challenge and hold yourself accountable

Personal Action



• Lead on the issues
• Don’t bury your head in the sand
• Turn up, stay and network
• Don’t shy away from positive action
• Recognise that you as a senior leader are not somehow 

magically immune from having biases
• Commit genuinely and set the norms
• Hold people accountable
• Know the data

Leader Action



• De-biasing checklists
• Testing
• Process Reviews
• External perspectives
• Representative decision making

Tools



“There are no bad 

people, just bad 

thinking habits.  

Unconscious bias is a 

thinking habit we 

have learned and 

which we can 

unlearn.”

Bias is Not Unchangeable 


